
Group Management Tips 

 
1. Get off to a good start and establish your expectations at the start of the day   
 

● Don’t talk while I am talking or while your friends are talking.   
● Raise your hands to share information.   

 
Let students know that following these basic rules will benefit them as they will get more out of the 

experience. Have high expectations of the students, they will only rise as high as you ask them to. 
 
2.  Wait for student attention, don’t talk over them   
 

● If students are not giving their attention, calmly let them know that you will wait for them to give 

you their attention and then do.  Remind students that if they waste time not following directions 

they may not get to lunch on time.  Don’t show agitation; just let them know that these are the 

facts. 
● If a specific student continues to interrupt, the chaperone should intervene. If no chaperone is 

present, talk to the student separately and tell them that they will not be able to participate in the 

activity and will need to sit out with their teacher if they continue to interrupt.  Talk to their 

teacher if needed and ask them to step in. 
 
3.  Proximity 
 
If students are talking amongst themselves while you are having a discussion, stand next to them.  Remain 

close by while continuing on with your lesson. Walking around while you are talking can help eliminate 

side conversations.  If students continue talking ask one of them a question to get them back on track. 
 
4.  Give students transition time 
 

● Make sure to give students enough time to finish up what they are doing. Let them know in 

advance that you will be switching gears and asking for their attention (5 min. warning, 2 min. 

warning, etc.).   
● If groups are having a hard time getting refocused, be creative in getting attention.  (Count down 

from 5 to zero voices.  Voices off, eyes on me.  If you can hear me clap once, if you can hear me 

clap twice.  Count down and then ask for all hands in the air if they are working with their hands.) 
 
5.  Positive reinforcement: focus on positive behavior not the negative  
 

● Give a lot of positive reinforcement and let students know when they are doing what you want 

them to be doing.  “Thank you so much to those of you quietly and patiently waiting for 

directions”.   
● When the entire group has done a good job giving you their attention let them know.. 
● If you notice a student getting off track regularly, give them a task to keep them engaged. 

 
6.  Be Interesting 
 
Students are often disruptive because they are not interested in what you are saying.  Make sure to not talk 

at students for very long and to give them plenty of time to participate (see Teaching Tips handout).   

 


